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Richmond Marriott Short Pump Debuts Grand Re-Opening Following $10 Million Renovation 
Contemporary style, unmatched amenities set distinct standard among Short Pump hotels 

 
Glen Allen, Virginia – Oct. 7, 2015 – The Richmond Marriott Short Pump today unveiled a grand 
re-opening following a comprehensive $10 million renovation transforming the former 
Richmond Marriott West into a state-of-the-art hotel which greets guests with modern 
convenience and traditional Southern hospitality.   
 
Lingerfelt CommonWealth Partners acquired the hotel in June 2014.  CommonWealth Lodging, 
an affiliate of Lingerfelt CommonWealth Partners and operator of the hotel, oversaw the 
multimillion dollar renovation over the summer. 

 
“We are thrilled to introduce the new 
Richmond Marriott Short Pump Hotel to 
guests and neighbors and encourage them 
to experience our reimagined amenities, 
which, in addition to renovated 
accommodations, include refreshed 
common areas that provide space to 
unwind, meet with colleagues and friends, 
or enjoy a meal,” said General Manager 
Joel Fuller of CommonWealth Lodging. 
 

Extensive property enhancements include all-new, spacious and comfortable guest rooms 
whose stylish accommodations feature deluxe bedding, pillow-top mattresses and plush 
duvets. Redesigned work spaces, 55-inch flat-panel Smart TV’s and free Wi-Fi access enable 
guests to stay connected.  Additionally, new Stay Well® rooms by Wellness Real Estate™ 
pioneer Delos® are designed to help travelers maintain a healthy lifestyle while on the road 
through evidence-based health and wellness features such as advanced air purification, 
circadian lighting and a Stay Well mattress, all of which are designed to enhance guests’ health 
and well-being.  Stay Well rooms also offer guests exclusive access to sleep, nutrition and stress 
management programs developed by Cleveland Clinic. 
  
 
On the hotel’s main floor, the new MClub lounge offers an exclusive space with premiere 
services that invite guests to work, enjoy a bite, recharge and connect. Meanwhile, the 
expansive Greatroom restaurant invites guests to enjoy traditional American dishes for 
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breakfast and lunch and sophisticated cuisine flavored with southern flair for dinner. Nearby, 
mixologists at the property’s chic new Bourbon Bar serve up craft spirits and signature cocktails. 
 
The Richmond Marriott Short Pump offers several options for guests to maintain their fitness 
while on the road, including an indoor pool and a new fitness center with cutting-edge fitness 
equipment. Outside, a scenic fitness trail beckons a walk or jog through Innsbrook’s beautiful 
park and lakes.  
 
For meeting and event planning needs, the Richmond Marriott Short Pump offers a prime hotel 
location within Innsbrook Corporate Center. The property’s five event rooms and nine breakout 
rooms encompass more than 8,000 square feet of versatile, stylish space. Enhanced by high-
speed Internet and on-site audiovisual technicians, as well as an experienced culinary team and 
legendary Marriott Red Coat personalized service, event guests will be delighted by this ideal 
setting for an expertly planned Richmond event. 
 
About the Richmond Marriott Short Pump  
Located in Richmond’s upscale Glen Allen suburb, the Richmond Marriott Short Pump features 
234 new guest rooms, including nine suites and 30 Stay Well® accommodations; the new 
Greatroom restaurant and Bourbon bar; 7,114 square feet of flexible meeting and event space; 
new MClub lounge; as well as an indoor pool and fitness center. Conveniently located near I-64 
& I-295, only 15 minutes from Downtown and 25 minutes from Richmond International Airport, 
this hotel near Short Pump, Virginia, provides access to a wide range of corporate offices and 
exciting attractions such as the Short Pump Town Center, Busch Gardens®, the Cultural Arts 
Center of Glen Allen and the University of Richmond campus.  For additional information about 
the Richmond Marriott Short Pump, call 804-965-9500 or visit 
www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/ricmw-richmond-marriott-short-pump. 
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